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How certain persons, firms, cities or
regions become successful in the
network economy?
A Growth
Model for
Knowledge-Based
Economies

The book: Innovation and
Entrepreneurship. A Growth Model
for Europe Beyond the Crisis
From the Preface by Manuel
Castells:
(…) This is a fundamental,
innovative book on innovation that
will reshape the way we think about
innovation and may yield the most
needed policy lessons for a growth
model in the aftermath of the
economic crisis. (…)

and the solutions tested.
Under the logic of the global network of innovation networks, some
nodes will become mega nodes, others will become significant, and
others will remain peripheral. This stratification will result from their
interconnectedness with other, global nodes of innovation networks

Is Knowledge Triangle enough to build a successful
to the specificity of a KIC. The mega node will attract enough
innovation ecosystem?relevant
quality traffic to develop a “switching capability” through the critical

mass of multilayering, multidimensional innovation networks. They
will accumulate not only traffic but also quality resources: talent,

Case studies:
EIT ICT Labs (EIT Digital)
ClimateKIC
KIC Innoenergy
Reflection:
EIT European Institute of
Innovation and Technology
Figure 8. Map of KICs’ Co-location Centers (2013).
Source: EIT

Network Thinking™ Growth Model

Entrepreneurship

Around the end of the last millennium, a convergence of social,
technological, economic, and cultural transformations triggered the
emergence of a network society (Castells 1996, 2000). The network
society is a social structure made of interlinked, local and global
networks, which continuously communicate using ubiquitous
microelectronic, fixed, and wireless informational technologies.
It depicts the social reality powered by digital information and
communication technologies, where the flow of information is
continuous and ubiquitous and knowledge production takes place
at exponential speed in innovation networks. While networks are a
natural organizational form of life in general and have always been a

What should we
know about
innovation,
entrepreneurship
and creativity?
fabric of human societies, they have gained a new dimension under a
new technological paradigm characteristic of the information age.

This new social paradigm surfaced along with the semiconductor
industry in the 40s and 50s of the last century, consolidated
predominantly in the United States and spread across the globe in the
1970s with the Internet and the World Wide Web. This new form of

Innovation
Networks

+

social organization was characterized from its naissance by formation
of a global networked structure composed of uncountable, interrelated,
multilayered, and multidimensional social networks. The emergence
of this networked global society marked a transition between two
separate forms of social organization: the industrial society and the
network society. It was enabled by the networking capacity, which
came from the combination of an old organizational form—networks,
with new digital networking technologies that allowed speed, volume,
complexity, and real-time interaction.

The network society has emerged as a network of networks. The
materialization of this new, partially real, partially virtual structure
liquidated hierarchy in the sense of linear interdependencies between
the power holders and the subordinates contained within formal
institutional or organizational constructs. The existence of additional
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only a secondary node for industry networks and subsidiary to other
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nodes in terms of access to global networks of finance.
absorb, process, and share information, which is relevant and useful for
accomplishing a purpose of the network. If a node does not contribute
to processing the flow of information, it becomes redundant, in which
case a network reconfigures itself by deleting useless nodes and adding

In China, Beijing is a dominant node for political, financial, scientific,
and technological networks and a secondary node for global trade.

new ones.

Shanghai, on the other hand, is a dominant node for financial networks,
industrial networks, and technological networks but has a secondary

An innovation network has no single center of control and command.
It is governed by a program that is made up of codes defining the goal
of a network, thus giving it a meaning and specifying a set of rules of
performance and criteria to assess success or failure. It is managed by
programming—that is, a set of pre-agreed or emerging ad hoc,

status for other sorts of networks relevant for innovation. London is a
global dominant hub for all sorts of networks in the innovation domain
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simultaneous, and consecutive activities—which together lead to
accomplishing the raison d’etre of a network. Unless there is a new
program, the network will continue to produce a similar output in
terms of quality and a largely unchanged pace in terms of quantity.

including political, financial, research and technology, talent, and
wealth networks, while Cambridge is a dominant node for research and
technology networks, a significant node for entrepreneurial networks,
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How certain persons, firms, cities or regions become
successful in the network economy?

Can the success be replicated in
a fast changing world where old
economies have broken down?
YES.

NetworkThinking™ Innovation Masterclass 21062018
Round I: You are a network

Entrepreneurship

Round II: A Closed system vs open architecture

Round III: Your growth model for the network economy

NetworkThinking™ Game (prototype21062018)

Round I: You are a network*

Entrepreneurship

*Hint: In the digital age, humans function via a
number of blended identities distributed
simultaneously in real and digital worlds. Win
teams with persons who can “learn how to
become” entrepreneurs and create shared value.

NetworkThinking™ Game (prototype21062018)

Round II: A closed network system vs open network system architecture*

*Hint: In network society the power game is based on
mass-self communication, hyperconnectivity,
multilayering of networks and switching capacity. Win
teams with open network architectures.

NetworkThinking™ Game (prototype21062018)

Round III: Your growth model for the network economy

X

*Hint: Trust across cultures, generations and communities is the currency of the network
economy. Grow your growth model by becoming tightly-knit locally and loosely-coupled globally.
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TALENT: Europe-in-the-making

EIT Alumni StartupDays Barcelona2018
Mission Re-invent Badalona!

The EIT Alumni is
supported by the EIT a
body of the European Union

Badalona: a mid-size, post-industrial city in the metropolitan Barcelona; need for urban
development plan for 100 hectares ‘poligonos’; cluster of 600 Chinese firms; long seashore
and urban beaches; yacht port, great sport traditions,
just 10 minutes away from
Barcelona: Innovation Capital of Europe 2014; 4th city for start-ups in Europe; famous urban
transformation 22@Barcelona Innovation District

STARTUPDAYS
EIT ALUMNI WITH DARIA TATAJ

About StartUpDays
Challenge. The mission
Retreat Award
Projects
Agenda and Experts

EIT Alumni Startup Days Barcelona 2018
Mission Re-invent Badalona!
The EIT Alumni is
supported by the EIT a
body of the European Union

More info

EIT Alumni Innovation Retreat
Mission Re-invent Badalona!

The EIT Alumni is supported by the
EIT
a body of the European Union

Tataj Innovation Studio Badalona Beach Barcelona July 2018

BRIDGE to CHINA

BADALONA 4.0.

Re-imagine the Port of
Badalona and
transform the area
into the bridge
connecting Europe
and China, Boost the
local economy and
revitalize the land.
Merge Chinese and
Catalan cultures
connected by such
values as the
entrepreneurial sprit
and respect for family
and tradition.

Develop Moll Capitana
in the Badalona Port as
the Artificial
Intelligence Living Lab:
a centralized hub for
experiencing AI
technologies and a
multifunctional space
for training and
networking. Use the
renowned ENDESA
power plant with its
three chimneys as the
global signature
building for AI future.

eNEUTRAL: an eco- PICO BLAU: the
friendly village in the Surfing Paradise
Deploy Italian
heart of Catalonia
Build an entirely
energy neutral district,
which combines public,
commercial and
residential land use.
Develop a blueprint for
new living schemes, a
zero carbon footprint
housing, green houses
and urban farms, all
connected by
sustainable mobility
solutions.

technology to create
an artificial reef for
surfers at Badalonathe city with the
longest coastline on
the Mediterranean
Sea. Build on Club
Natacio Badalona
renowned transitions
to develop new sport
disciplines and
promote a healthy,
balanced lifestyle.

OPEN SOCIAL LAB
Turn the beloved
power plant into a
hotspot for social
activity and
innovation with a 3D
Print Hub and a
Makers’ Space for
global
entrepreneurs,
innovators, artists,
designers and
visionaries.

NetworkThinking™ Innovation Masterclass 21062018
TATAJ INNOVATION STUDIO BADALONA BEACH

NetworkThinking™ Lab for mid-size cities
Helping fast-prototype Innovation Districts
Pilot Badalona/SPAIN & Lodz/POLAND

invites for
Network Thinking™ Innovation Masterclass
with

Dr. Daria Tataj & Prof. Manuel Castells
June 21st, 2018 4:00pm - 8:00pm CET
and

INAUGURATION PARTY at 8:00pm (dress code white)
Passeig Maritím 23, 08912 Badalona, Barcelona
RSVP studio@tatajinnovation.com

This Masterclass is a C-level
executive fund raising event
for the global

CityKIC Partners

X

More: tatajinnovation.com
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The global financial crisis that started in 2008 shuttered a number of
governments and large industries. Some countries and some companies
are coping better than others with the challenges of returning to the
growth path and retaining talent. Can public innovation policy help?
Can corporate innovation policy change the negative dynamics of
diminishing returns? Is “innovation policy” an oxymoron? Can policy
make a better innovation?
If the approach to policy is limited to fund allocation the answer seems
to lean toward policy as an inadequate medium. A policy should
stimulate innovation in the environment, strengthen emerging trends,
incentivize stakeholders to collaborate more effectively, and stimulate
creativity in experimenting with the innovation models, meaning the
qualitative processes in which quantifiable financial and non-financial

Innovation
Policies
Beyond
the Crisis

resources stimulate the demand or supply side but do not pick winners
or prescribe what to do.
While this may be a desirable approach, it is quite difficult to implement
this kind of philosophy and trust-based approach to the ingenuity of
bottom-up leadership. The policy makers are part of a bureaucracy,
which tends to consolidate power through the control mechanisms
of monitoring and auditing. There is a sound rational for this method
since public institutions’ ultimate role is to safeguard taxpayers’ money.
Overall, budget thinking seems a more prudent and adequate approach
than investment in creative solutions. The inertia of a bureaucracy and
its culture, whether in the public environment, university setting, or
a large multinational, has its own dynamics, making it more difficult
to arrive at a consensus and implement and prove positive results
of experimentation. This is particularly true in a turbulent market
environment of economic crisis at all levels: micro, midi, and macro.
Being entrepreneurial in the context of a crisis is particularly interesting

THANK YOU
@DariaTataj
#NetworkThinking
#WIRE2018eu
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